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[COMPANY RETRACTED] NOW AVAILABLE FOR U.S., CANADIAN
DRIVERS
NEW YORK – [COMPANY RETRACTED], one of the world's leading car hire
companies, has announced a new partnership that will allow it to sell to license holders
in the United States and Canada.
The company is partnering with [COMPANY RETRACTED], a U.S. car hire business
based in [CITY RETRACTED]. In the past, U.S. and Canadian license holders could
not book on [WEBSITE RETRACTED], and so the agreement has the potential to
greatly expand the company's reach.
"We are absolutely thrilled to be opening this tremendous new market in North
America," said [NAME RETRACTED], Managing Director of [COMPANY RETRACTED].
"With this partnership, our company will be able to offer its wide array of outstanding
services to more customers who need quick, easy and dependable car rentals."
With over 500 locations across the United States, [COMPANY RETRACTED] aims to
help travelers get to their destinations with as little hassle as possible. Its website,
[WEBSITE RETRACTED], is designed to offer the best available prices through firstclass suppliers like Alamo, Dollar, Budget and more, with no hidden costs.
The company also offers special deals such as unlimited mileage, free one-way rentals
and no collision damage or theft excess, which can be of great help, especially when
traveling during the holidays.
"We invite our new customer base to book online with us, and when they do, they will
work with a friendly sales team that will help them along every step of the way," [NAME
RETRACTED] said. "Our priority is to help people make traveling simpler, and our staff
does a great of working toward that goal every day."
[COMPANY RETRACTED] accepts all major credit cards in many different types of
currencies through a secure and completely confidential encrypted payment system. To
get started, visit [WEBSITE RETRACTED].
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